
Fully-powered Infusion and Port Flushing 
chair with vertical height adjustment.

This unique, fully-powered multi-purpose chair is the newest 
evolution in patient seating. Complete with popular features 
requested by customers in the Exam Rooms, ER, FastTrack, 
etc, the Elevate responds to the desires and needs of staff 
and patients alike. 

The lower seat height allows for easy entrance from the front 
of the chair, while moveable arms facilitate entry from the 
side as well as ease of lateral patient transfer. Vertical height 
adjustment is key for caregivers and the hand-held remote 
allows for ease of positioning, while the smaller footprint 
saves crucial floor space. 

Additional clinical features of this chair also include an 
emergency foot switch for the Trendelenburg position, a 
central locking caster system, and battery backup.    

Printed color swatches may not be an exact match to actual fabrics and are enlarged to show detail.
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CHAMPION SOFT VINYL SELECTION

Electronic Adjustments
Multiple independent adjustment 
controls offer ease of positioning 
for medical staff, including the 
back rest, seat tilt, leg rest and 
seat height.

Automatic Positioning
Easy access into the Trendelenburg 
position with the tap of a button. 
Foot pedals lock or unlock casters 
efficiently.

Trendelenburg Positioning
Move into Trendelenburg with two 
different methods to engage the 
position, from anywhere on the 
chair

Articulating Arms
The wide, soft, and contoured 
armrests are designed for easy IV 
access and maximum patient 
comfort.

Powered Vertical Lift
The ergonomic advantages of 
setting chair height for specific 
needs makes this chair truly 
multi-functional.

MULTI-PURPOSE HEALTHCARE CHAIR 
RATED UP TO 440 LBS.

Elevate 
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STANDARD FEATURES OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Elevate 

Trendelenburg (lay flat, 12° position) foot button or handset control

Rechargeable battery back-up

Motorized height adjustment

Central locking brake system (w/3” twin wheel casters)

Articulating armrest for ease of patient transfer

Adjustable head pillow

Seat height adjustment 21.75” - 27.75”

Backrest articulation 10° - 90°

Seat title adjustment 0° - 15°

Leg rest adjustment 8° - 90°

Dimensions in seat position L 38.9” x W 34” x H 54.7”

Size of upholstery L 76.7” x W 21.6” x H 3”

Armrest size L 23.6” x W 5.9”

Caster size 3” twin-wheel casters

Weight of chair 132 lbs.

Maximum patient load 440 lbs. weight capacity

Push Bar

Universal holder for tablets and smart phones

USB charging unit

Transparent plastic cover for leg rest

Comfort-T2 Multifunctional table

IV Pole (4-prong)

Tablet/Smartphone Holder IV Pole (4 Prong)

USB Charging UnitMultifunctional Table

  MULTI-PURPOSE HEALTHCARE CHAIR

ACCESSORIES/OPTIONS
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